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About the Transaction
Transaction Overview
►

The Government of Pakistan, through Privatisation Commission intends to sell Jinnah
Convention Centre (‘JCC’ or ‘Property’) through a competitive bidding process (the “Transaction”)

►

Salient Features of the Transaction*

JCC Site

►

Sizeable plot size of 7.59 acres including a built up structure on 4.13 acres of land

►

Commercialized Property; Investors can develop Convention Centre / Hotel (with in house
retail) and / or office space and/or apartments subject to
(a) a footprint of 70% of total plot size
(b) maximum allowable height of 335 feet with Floor Area Ratio of 1:10 and
(c) a vehicle parking based on one car per 1,000 sq. ft. of covered area

►

The Investor would have right to sell built up units of the Property

►

Option to either retain the existing building structure or not in order to fully optimize the
utilization of the Property.
Next Steps in the Transaction

1

Publication of Expression of
Interest and issuance of Request
for Statement of Qualification

2

3

4

Submission of
EOI & SOQs by
Investors

Pre-qualifications
of Investors by
PC

Due Diligence by PreQualified Bidder(s)

5

Pre-bid Meeting &
Finalization of Bidding
Documents

6

Bidding
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*The above Transaction features are subject to change based on feedback and approval of CDA or other regulatory/governmental body. The final transaction structure shall be communicated by PC in the Expression of Interest to be published in newspapers and subsequent bidding documents.

Jinnah Convention Centre – A Brief Overview
►

►

►

Jinnah Convention Centre is located on Srinagar
Highway in Islamabad. It was built in year 1997 to
celebrate 50 years of Pakistan’s independence.

JCC was handed over to Capital Development Authority
(CDA) on 01 April 2000. CDA is responsible for the
administration and maintenance of the building.
However, on 05 July 2019 CDA leased it to the Ministry
of Interior for a period of ninety-nine years.
JCC primarily hosts large scale events of public and
private sector entities.

Fact Sheet
Location

Srinagar Highway, Islamabad

Land area

7.59 acres

Built up area

4.13 acres

Seating capacity

2,300+

Area (sq. ft)

Foyer (13,700 sq. ft.), Exhibition
(110,976 sq. ft.), Carpeted (110,000
sq. ft.), Covered (20, 275 sq. ft.)

Key Attractions

Prime
location of
Islamabad

Large size
plot with
excellent
aerial views

Utility and
support
infrastructure
already in
place with
enhanced
security in the
area

Direct
approach
from Srinagar
Highway (one
of the main
roads of
Islamabad)

Easily
accessible
from National
Highway and
M-2

Easy
accessible
from other
areas of
Islamabad
and
Rawalpindi
through
better
connectivity

Developed
area with
commercial
developments
in the vicinity,
predominantly
hotels and
embassies of
different
countries
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Jinnah Convention Centre – Its surrounding
JCC surrounding

Zoning – Zone 1

JCC surrounding – closer look

❑

JCC site falls under Zone-1 of
ICT

❑

Grand Hyatt, Serena Hotel
Islamabad and Islamabad Club
are noticeable developments
located in close proximity of
JCC Site.
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Macroeconomic Overview of Pakistan
Pakistan’s Economic Snapshot
…Strength powered by a strong demographic base

USD 264 BILLION
Nominal GDP
5 Year Average GDP Growth:
3.4%

Pakistan’s Economy by 2030
…is expected to grow into one of world’s biggest economies
1

2

4th Fastest Growing
Economy by 2030 (HSBC)
30th Biggest Economy by
2030 (HSBC)

Key drivers of Pakistan’s
economy

Demographics
A Young Population
with a low
dependency ratio

9.5%
Percentage of GDP accounted for
by Construction & Housing Sectors

3

Working Population
Growth: 2.4% (World Bank)

4

One of the Highest
Urbanization Rates of 2.4%
in South Asia by 2030
(United Nations)

221 MILLION
Population growing at 1.9% p.a.;
GDP per capita income (PPP):
USD 5,539 (2017)

18th
Largest Middle Class in the World
60% of the population aged under
24

36%
Population living in Urban Areas,
increasing urbanization every year

5

6

Strategic Location
Situated between
energy-hungry Asia
and energy-rich
Middle-East

Regional Trade To Grow
3x: USD 58 Billion
(World Bank)
Fastest Growing Retail
Market Globally –
Surpassing UK & Italy by
2021 (Euromonitor)

Consumption led
Economy
Consumption
accounts for 80% of
the GDP
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Source: CIA Factbook, SBP, IMF, World Bank, Ministry of Finance (MoF)

Overview of Real Estate Sector in Pakistan
• Emerging middle class with improved per capita income is generating demand and
affordability for quality housing and commercial space

Key Facts about Islamabad

• Flexible investment policy
• Rising land prices, thus building a case for vertical real estate developments.
• Interests from GCC countries, China, Malaysia and Turkey in Pakistan’s real estate
market
• CPEC is also expected to generate investor appetite for real estate projects

906.5 sq.km.
Land area

Socioeconomic
shift

2.0 million
Population ICT
(2017 census)

Investor
attraction

Digitalization
on the move

•
•
•
•

Formation of Construction Industry Development Board
CDA as a robust regulator
Focus on vertical development
Drive against Benaami properties

4.7% pa
Target size*
US$ 700 bn

CAGR
population
growth

2,089 per km2
Population
density

65%
Urban population

87%
Literacy rate

Urbanization
and housing
shortfall

Regulatory
developments

GOP
Incentives

•
•
•
•

Fixed tax regime proposed for builders and developers
Reduction in withholding tax on construction material and CGT.
Reduction in transaction costs to attract investment and activity in real estate sector
Tax amnesty scheme and tightening anti-money laundering laws are expected to
retain investments parked in the real estate space in Pakistan
• Government efforts to widen the tax base and restricting property and other
transactions for non-active tax payers / filers may pose challenges for the sector
growth
• Reduced rate of corporate taxation on REIT structures
• Additional tax reduction for Naya Pakistan affordable housing projects
• Housing shortfall of ~12 mn units in Pakistan
• Naya Pakistan Housing and Development Authority enacted to implement the GOP’s
flagship affordable housing project.
• Economic growth & infrastructure development in all cities
• Dependency on digital channels and social medium for marketing, is changing
landscape of real estate sector
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*Source: FBR

Key Investment Considerations
Commercialized Property and Flexible Development Options
►
►
►

Sizeable plot size of 7.59 acres including a built up structure on 4.13 acres of land.
Investors have the option to retain the current structure or develop Convention Centre / Hotel (with in house retail) and / or office space and / or apartments
The Investor would have right to sell built up units of the Property

Prime Location with Easy Accessibility
►
►
►

The Property is strategically located in close proximity to embassies, key government offices, notable landmarks, demand generating sites and public amenities.
JCC is located on the Srinagar Highway which is one of the main roads of Islamabad connecting the city to the M1 and M2 motorways.
JCC can also be accessed by the local residents and neighboring city of Rawalpindi through a network of well connected roads and infrastructure.

Strong Demographics and Socioeconomic Factors Conducive to Real Estate Demand
►
►

Islamabad’s population has grown at a CAGR of 4.7% per annum in the past three decades which is much higher the national CAGR of 2.5% per annum.
Pakistan has one of the highest urbanization rates in South Asia which is expected to grow exponentially. Islamabad attracts an abundance of migrants from other
parts of the country in search of education, improved job prospects, higher pay and better living standards. This will spur the demand for real estate in the city.

Favorable Government Incentives - Real Estate Tax Amnesty / Construction Industry Package
►

Government of Pakistan has announced relief package for the Construction and Real Estate Sector to stimulate economic activity in the country. Key features of this
incentive package are as follows: (a) Builders and developers registered with FBR to be given exemption on their investments from enquiry about sources of income;
(b) Fixed tax regime and (c) Withholding tax exemption on dividend for eligible companies. The package is covered in further detail on the following slide
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Tax Incentives on Investment in real estate/ construction sector
►
►

Government of Pakistan has introduced a comprehensive package for builders and developers operating in the construction industry as a means to encourage
investment in the sector and consequently boost economic activities in the country.
Key features of this package include introduction of a time bound Fixed Tax Regime and immunity from enquiry on source of investment for both builder/developer
and purchaser. Additional information can be found here: https://download1.fbr.gov.pk/Docs/202011414113915861I.T.OrdinanceAmendedupto(30-06-2020).pdf

Fixed Tax Regime (all figures in PKR)
Fixed Tax Regime
►

►

►

►

GoP has introduced Fixed Tax
Regime for construction sector

Source of Investment
►

Under this regime, income,
profits, gain and dividends will
not be taxed
Rather
builders
and
developers will be charged
fixed tax according to type of
project, location of project
(which city) and size of project
These changes in taxation
regime have been affected into
law via Section 100D and
Eleventh Schedule of the
Income Tax Ordinance

►

►

Another key feature of this
package is that the source of
investment by builder or
developer of projects shall not
be
enquired
under
the
provisions of Income Tax
Ordinance, 2001
Furthermore, the source of
investment by the purchaser of
plots, apartments, houses,
commercial or industrial units
will also not be enquired by
the taxation authorities.
Immunity for buyers ensures
healthy demand for the
anticipated additional supply
from builders

Tax applicable on projects in Islamabad

Eligibility
►

►

►

There are two conditions to
qualify for the regime; (i)
registration of project with FBR
until 30-Jun-2021 and (ii)
completion of project by 30Jun-2023
Projects that have already
commenced
before
introduction of this package
can also opt for this regime
Immunity from enquiry on
source of investment is not
allowed to public
office
holders.

Commercial Property
All sizes

250/sq. ft.
Residential Property

Upto 3,000 sq. ft.

80/sq. ft.

Above 3,000 sq. ft.

125/sq. ft.

Tax on Developers (Entire Project)
All sizes

150/sq. yard
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Source: Section 100D & Eleventh Schedule of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001

Key Contacts

Rana Nadeem
Partner - Strategy and Transactions
EY Ford Rhodes
D: +92 42 35778419
E: rana.nadeem@pk.ey.com

Jawad Taj, CFA
Director – Strategy and Transactions
EY Ford Rhodes
D: +92 21 111 11 3937 ext. 1379
E: jawad.taj@pk.ey.com

Owais Aziz
Partner
Haidermota & Co.
D: + 92 (0) 51 111 520 000
E: owais.aziz@hmco.com.pk
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Disclaimer
The Teaser (“Presentation”) has been prepared by Financial Advisory Consortium (“FAC”) compromising of EY Ford Rhodes, Haidermota & Co. and Oceanic Surveyors
Pvt Limited, on behalf of the Privatisation Commission of the Government of Pakistan (the “Privatisation Commission”) for information and discussion purposes only in
connection with the privatisation of Jinnah Convention Centre (the “Transaction”). By receiving this Presentation, the recipient agrees to be bound by the following
obligations and limitations.

This Presentation is not intended to be, and should not be construed as: (a) an offer or invitation to acquire any interest in the Transaction; and (b) any representation or
warranty, express or implied, with respect to any statement made herein.
This Presentation does not purport to be comprehensive or to contain all the information that the recipient may need in order to evaluate the Transaction. Recipients of
this presentation are encouraged to conduct their own independent investigation and analysis about the Transaction and the information contained in this Presentation.
This Presentation should not be used as a substitute for and should only be used to supplement each recipient’s own due diligence, analyses, evaluations and
commercial considerations in relation to the Transaction. Neither the Privatisation Commission nor any of their affiliates, members, directors, employees, agents or
advisor will be responsible for any inaccuracies in such financial information which remains subject to change and no representation or warranty is given in respect of
such information.
While the contents of this Presentation have been prepared in good faith, neither the Privatisation Commission nor any of their affiliates, members, directors, employees,
agents or advisors provide any guarantee or warranty or assume any responsibility with respect to the authenticity, origin, validity, accuracy, reasonableness, sufficiency
or completeness of the information, data and assumptions contained in the Presentation; nor assume any obligation for damages, losses or costs resulting from any
errors or omissions contained in the Presentation. The Privatisation Commission reserves the right to amend or update all or part of the material or information provided
herein at any time.
This Presentation may not be reproduced or redistributed to any other person or published in whole or in part for any purpose. This Presentation should be used solely to
enable the recipient to evaluate its interest in the Transaction. The recipient agrees that unless and until a definitive agreement regarding the Proposed Transaction has
been executed, neither the Privatisation Commission nor any of their affiliates, members, directors, employees, agents or advisors will be under any legal obligation of
any kind whatsoever with respect to the Transaction. The recipient further acknowledges and agrees that the Privatisation Commission reserves the right, in its sole
discretion, to reject any and all proposals made by the recipient with regard to the privatisation and to terminate discussions and negotiations with the recipient at any
time.
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